


























































































How many minutes From 23 35 today to 1 15
tomorrow

There are 25 minutes From 23 35 to 00 00
There are 601 15 75 minutes From 00 00 to 01 15
So the answer is 25 75 100
Evaluate 10.1 0.2 0.3 o 4 0.5
0.1 0.21 0.3 O 4 0.5 0.6 0.4 2

0.2 2

0.4
Sam has eaten three quarters of the g apes
What is the ratio of the number of grapes that
remain to the number Sam has eaten
Suppose there are initially 4h grapes Sam ate 3
and n remain so the ratio is I 3
Which of the following Five shapes can be cut into
Four pieces by a single straight cut

so the answer is E














































































































On Aoife's 16th birthday Buster was three times her age
On Aoife's 21st birthday how old was Buster
When A 16 B 3 16 48
When A _21 16 5 13 481 5 53
Which of these is closest to 7

A 7 09 B 6.918 C 7.17 D 6.7 E 7.085
We have

7 09 7 0.09
7 6918 0.082 smallest
7.17 7 0.17
7 6.7 0.3
7 085 7 0.085

so the answer is 13
The shortest street in the UK Ebenezer Place in
Wick is 2.06M long The Trans Canada Highwayone of the world's longest roads is approximately7821 km in length Approximately how many times
longer than the street is the highway
A 4000000 B 400000 C 40000 D 4000 E 400
The highway is approximately 8000 km long
Convert this to metres

8 103 km 8 103 103 m

8 10 m














































































































4 100 2 m

so the highway is approximately 4 106 times

longer than the street Hence the answer is A
The diagram shows a kite PGRF inside rhombus
PQRS Angle LPGQ 350 angle LPFS 350
angle LPQG 1200 angle LPSF 1200
What is angle CFPG

We have LSPQ LSRQ 360 2 120

60

and LSPF Lap 180 120 35 25
So LFPG 60 25 25 100
What is 507 of 18.3 plus 18.3 of 50
We know that 18.34 of 50 50 of 18 3

So the answer is 2 501 of 18.3 18.3
What is the last digit of the smallest
positive integer whose digits add to 2019

































































































To make the integer as small as possible its digits
should be as large as possible So we should
maximise the number of nines

2019 9 224 t 3

Hence the number has 224 nines and 1 three
To make it as small as possible the 3 should be
the First digit So the last digit is 9

Two players X and Y take alternate turns in a

game starting with the diagram shown At each turn
one player writes one of 12,3 in an empty circle
so that no two circles connected by an edge contain
the same number A player loses when they cannot go

In each of the diagrams shown it is Y's turn In
which of the diagrams can Y's move ensure that X
loses the game

The answer is D O














































































































By writing the 3 shown it is impossible to fill
in the last space

Jamal writes down a sequence of six integers
After the First three terns each term is the sum of
the previous three terms His sequence is

8 13 25
What is his First term
His third term is 25 13 8 4
His second term is 13 8 4 1
His First term is 8 4 I 3
In how many ways can you spell out JMC
starting at the centre and moving one square
horizontally vertically or diagonally each time

There are 8 possible First moves

Casey First move orthogonal
14 choices
There are now 3 possible second
moves From each of the highlighted
squares


















































































































Case2_First move diagonal 4 choices

There are now 5 possible second
moves From each of the
highlighted squares
So the total number of paths is

4 3 t 4 5 32

Each edge in the diagram has length 1cm What is the
length of the longest path that can be Followed
along the edges starting at a vertex and without
revisiting any vertex

L r This path is 10cm long
7 L r

r v

r L

A path can use at most 5 sides of the
hexagon at most 3 sides of the square at
most 2 sides of the triangle and 1 side of
the protruding line














































































































In order to use 3 sides of the square it must
start or end in the square
In order to use 2 sides of the triangle it must
start or end in the triangle
In order to use the protruding line it must
start or end at the outer point
But the path can only start once and Finish
once so the maximum length of a path is

51 3 2 10cm

The path above shows that this is possible

All four L shapes shown in the diagram are to
be placed in the 4x4 grid so that all sixteen
cells are covered and there is no overlap Each
piece can be rotated or reflected before being
placed and the black dot is visible From both sides
How many of the 16 cells of the grid could
contain the black dot



















































































































By symmetry we need only analyse one quadrant
of the grid














































































































So the answer is 16
Tamsin writes down three 2 digit integers one is
square one prime and one is triangular She uses
the digits 3,4 5,617,8 exactly once each Which
prime does she write
2 digit squares 2 digit triangular numbers
16 X to X 55 x

25 X is X 66 X

36 21 x 78

49 x 28 X 91 x

64 36
81 X 45

If the square is 36 the triangular number must
be 45 or 78
Case 36 45
then we must Form a prime out of 7 and 8
which is impossible since their digit sun is a

multiple of 3
Case 36 78
Then we must Form a prime out of 4 and 5
which is impossible since the number will either
be even or a multiple of 5
So the square must be 64
Then the triangular number is 78 and we
have 3 and 5 remaining
Hence the prime is 53














































































































A rectangle is three times as long as it is high
The area of a square is 12 times the area of
the rectangle What is the ratio of the perimeter
of the square to the perimeter of the rectangle
Suppose the rectangle has height x The its
width is 3h and so its area is 32C
The area of the square is 12 3

2 36 2

so it has side length Gx
Hence the perimeter of the square is
4 Gx 24 x

The perimeter of the rectangle is
22 t 2 2x 2x t 6x 82C
So the ratio of their perimeters is

24 8 or 3 L

What Fraction of the integers From 1 to
8000 inclusive are cubes

We have
8000 8 x 1000

23 10

203
and I 1 so there are 20 cubes in
the given range
There are 8000 numbers in the range so the
















































































































Fraction which are cubes is

208000
0

Each row each column and each of the bold
rectangles in the grid has to contain the numbers
1 to 6 What number goes in the cell marked 2C

There is only one option for the

green cell it must be 5

Then there is only one option
5 For the red cell it must be 1
I Then there is only one option

For the blue cell it must be 4
4 So u must be 2

Emily writes down the largest 2 digit prime such that
each of its digits is prime Krish writes down the
smallest 2 digit prime such that each of its
digits is prime Kirsten subtracts Krish's number
















































































































From Emily's number What does she obtain
The single digit primes are 2,3 5,7

Emily's number is 73
Krish's number is 23
So Kristen's number is 50
The diagram shows a regular hexagon PQRSTU
a square pQVW and an equilateral triangle VXW
What is angle LXVR

Since DVXW is

equilateral
LWVX GO

The interior angles of
L a hexagon are

180 4
r 30 g 1200

so LVQR 120 90
300

Consider the triangle bVQR














































































































of It is isosceles so

O 180 30

30
Iz 150

750
At the point V we have

XVR 360 60 90 75

1350














































































































In the multiplication shown all the letters stand for
different digits Find their values

TRA P
q X

Since a four digit number multiplied by 9 gives
another four digit number we must have F I and
P 9

I RA 9
x9

There is no carry From the hundreds column to the
thousands column so R O or I Since 1 is
already taken we must have R 0

I 0 A 9
x9

Now in the tens column

9A t 8 0 mod 10

9A 2 nod 10

and so A 8














































































































I 089
x9

9801
The diagram shows two squares JKLM and
PQRS The length of JK is 6cm The length of
PQ is 4cm The vertex K is the midpoint of
side Rs What is the area of the shaded region

We will use a coordinate geometry method

Rotate the shape so that M is at the

origin and ML is incident with the x axis

Using the given side lengths we Find the
coordinates of the other vertices














































































































My P 4 10 Q8,10

co
hf

M 0,0
46,0 x

The gradient of the line joining M and Q is
10
g

I
4

hence its equation is y E k

The y coordinate of the point A is 6 so
its x coordinate is

6 Iya x 2

Region is a triangle with side lengths

6 and 2 so its area is














































































































24 5

j

6
6 243

7

Region is a triangle with side lengths

4 and 8 243 so its area is

4 4 x 3

r

Hence the area of region is

16 32g
4

So the shaded area is

7 t 415 12 0
5

24cm



The diagram shows a regular heptagon which of

these expressions is equal to ptqtrtstt
A 180toy B 1801 2q C 360 g D 360 E 360 q

we have q 180 p supplementary

t 180 p similarly

By angle sum of a triangle
2 Stp 180
5 90 p

similarly r 90 Ep
So ptqtrtstt.pt go pt90 tzpt90 zpt18O p

540 Zp
540 21180 q
540 360 t 2q
180 t2q



The diagram shows the First 15 positive integers
arranged in a triangle These numbers are to be

rearranged so that the Five integers along each edge
of the triangle have the same sun unlike the
example shown When this is done what is the
greatest possible such sun

5
10 1
7 13 14

3 8 2 12
IS 4 9 6 11

Note that the integers at the vertices of the
triangle are counted towards the sum of two edges
so ideally they will be 13 14 and 15
Also the integers in the interior are not counted
towards any sums so ideally they will be 1,2 and 3
In this situation the total of all three edge sums i

4 t t 15 t 13 t 14 t 15 15216 6 t 42

156
So the greatest possible sum fo a single
edge is 1531 52

Is it possible to obtain this
Place the 13 14 and IS at the corners and



keep track of the edge totals as we add

numbers aiming to keep the sums as close as

possible

Edge 14415 13215 13814

Efferent 29 28 271

Add 10 11 12
New
total 39 39 39

Add 9 8 7

New
47 46

total
48

Add 4 S 6

Yoffe 52 52 52

So it is possible 15
10 11
9 8
4 5

14 12 7 6 13

hence the answer is 52


